
 

 

 

Learning ideas relating to specific activities offered:  

Geography 
Where are the 7 continents and 5 oceans?  Covering this question before a visit will help 

the children interact with a session we run where we make Norman Gingerbread and talk 

about where the spices and sugar came from using a globe.  

 You could follow up a visit with more investigation of where spices come 

from.  

 

 This site might be useful: https://kids.kiddle.co/Spice_trade 

 

  Children could plan a journey to get spices to a castle for a feast.   

 

 You could get groups to plan/research a modern version of this journey.  Other groups 

could work on a journey in the Middle Ages.  The children could then compare the 

journeys discussing the differences in types of transport.  

 

 You could make model sailboats  (DT KS1 + SCIENCE  - forces ). Here is a TES link to a ship 

building project https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/make-a-sailboat-materials-and-

forces-ks1-2-6307338 

 You might like to look at fairtrade in relation to trading spices. Traidcraft have 

volunteer speakers schools@traidcraft.co.uk.   Tel: 0191 497 3999 
 

How are these places similar/different? 

 You could look at the climate differences between the UK and countries where spices are 

harvested and compare. Comparing foods grown in each country.  

 

 You could have a spicy foods cooking activity, looking at foods from another culture.  (Cooking 

KS1) 

How do we use an atlas/map? 

You could use an atlas instead on of a printed out map of the activity above and teach using an atlas.  
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Clay  
Learn more about the Tower of London’s menagerie here: https://www.hrp.org.uk/tower-of-

london/history-and-stories/the-tower-of-london-menagerie/#gs.zU85dF1j 

Could the children model lions, leopards and other animals from hotter climates?  You could 

explain that sculptors often make clay models of the thing that they want to carve before they 

create the final piece.  These models are called ‘maquettes’ 

For older children KS2 how about modelling a gargoyle to protect your castle from evil.  I used 

this Youtube tutorial for a making method. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjZSRtOsmRo 

Horseshoes  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 There is a template for designing your own commemorative horseshoe on our website.   

 

 Our newest horseshoe broke with a tradition of putting a coronet on top of the 

horseshoe -  instead, Baron Porter put tulips, to reflect the flower growing industry of his local 

area.  Children could design a horseshoe that reflects something about your own area.  

 

 A few schools have chosen to make one large class horseshoe with everyone name on 

that has been presented to the costumed (pretend) Lord of the Manor. 

 

Link to trip:  Carved Animals  

We have a puppet show that has a goat an owl in.  After the puppet 

show we point out to the children that there are animals (including 

an owl and a goat) carved in stone in the building.  

 We also mention that there are carvings of exotic animals that only 

crusaders or traders would have seen.  Unless, they had the 

opportunity to visit The Tower of London or another medieval 

menagerie. 

 

Link to trip:  Horseshoes 

Our Puppet show also helps to explain the unique 

collection oversized commemorative horseshoes that fill 

the walls of the Great Hall. The castle’s tradition is that 

the first time a peer of the Realm visits they have to 

present a horseshoe to The Lord of the Manor.  

https://www.hrp.org.uk/tower-of-london/history-and-stories/the-tower-of-london-menagerie/#gs.zU85dF1j
https://www.hrp.org.uk/tower-of-london/history-and-stories/the-tower-of-london-menagerie/#gs.zU85dF1j
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjZSRtOsmRo


 

 

This lovely art activity would certainly help children to learn the features of a castle: 

        https://www.deepspacesparkle.com/fairy-tale-castles-art-project/ 


